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Overview & Objectives



The Product



The Product

Airbiquity ‘Infotainment’ system: 4-inch touchscreen, eight analog buttons, and two dials



Who?

Characteristic # of participants

Pilot 1

Regular 6

Uses at least 1 music app all

Smartphone owner all

Drives 2 or fewer days/week 2

Drives 3 or more days/week 4

21-35 3

36-50 3

Female 3

Male 3

Technology usage

Participant type

Driving frequency

Age

Gender



Research Questions

How easily can first-time users find music apps using the Airbiquity system?

How successfully are first-time users able to find music apps?

How easily can first-time users operate major functions within Pandora?

How successfully are first-time users able to operate major Pandora functions?

Do users understand the functions of the menu options and controls?

Are users frustrated or confused by any areas of the user experience?

What is working well in the user experience?



Evaluative Methods



Setup

Tests were performed using a working prototype in a lab setting.



Method & Data Collected

Task Difficulty

Task Completion

Think-aloud

Post-test questionnaire

Observation

Single Ease Question Attitudinal patterns Frustration and delight

Success, assists, and failures System Usability Scale



Findings: What went well?

Pandora basics
Switching between apps

Learnability



“

Pandora Basics

Everything I did was expected and I knew how to get there.  
I don’t know if there might be a much easier way of getting 
down to that station. (P4)

5.0 of 7.0 - ease of use with basic 
functions and navigation to station

6 of 6 - task completion success

Selection of a Pandora station



“

Switching Between Apps
Switch Pandora to iHeartRadio & back

That was very easy … only because I figured out the More 
button. (P3)

5.9 of 7.0 - average ease of use 
switching between music apps

6 of 6 - task completion success



“

Learnability
Lessons learned improve user confidence

With any car stereo system there is a slight learning curve.  
So there were buttons I didn’t know what to push but within 
5 minutes I had figured out what they were for. (P5)

6 of 6 - significant increase in ease of 
navigation after learning in task 1



Findings: Opportunities

Initial Navigation
My Stations sort & search

My Stations scrolling
Creating a new station

Response time



Scenario
Initial Navigation

TASK:  Your car is equipped with an 
entertainment system that automatically 
connects with your smartphone apps, so you 
won’t need to touch your phone at all to turn 
on your music.
You want to access the Pandora music app. 
Before you select anything, tell me where you 
would begin.



“

Initial Navigation
MEDIA button path

[Media] will most 
likely pop up however 
many apps I have, 
like Pandora, Spotify, 
and anything else like 
that. (P2)

Video Clip (P2)

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-2lFyfDrWv4aTZwM3lBUWNaRzA&authuser=0
https://vimeo.com/228137280
https://vimeo.com/228137280


“

Initial Navigation
MEDIA button path

Well, [the Media button] looks like a little phone and has a 
little treble clef, so sounds like music to me! (P5)

4.3 of 7.0 - ease of use rating

6 of 6 - believed MEDIA was where the 
apps would be located and struggled 
with this path.  2 failed the task.

5 of 6 - wanted MEDIA to immediately 
display all apps
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“

Initial Navigation
MEDIA button path

Well, [the Media button] looks like a little phone and has a 
little treble clef, so sounds like music to me! (P5)

4.3 of 7.0 - ease of use rating

6 of 6 - believed MEDIA was where the 
apps would be located and struggled 
with this path.  2 failed the task.

5 of 6 - wanted MEDIA to immediately 
display all apps



“

Initial Navigation
MORE button path

I’d just expect it to be dumb stuff.  The +MORE button  
doesn’t strike me as one of the key reasons why I’m using  
this program.  (P3)

6 of 6 - believed MORE was not a path 
to Pandora and other apps 

6 of 6 - were surprised that MORE was 
a core path



“

Initial Navigation
Via Mobile

For me, intuitively, I don’t really think of Via Mobile.     
That’s not a term that I’ve run into. (P2)

4 of 6 - did not initially understand what 
“Via Mobile” meant.

5 of 6 - expected the app list that Via 
Mobile provided to have been provided 
by the MEDIA button directly



Recommendations
Initial Navigation

Let Media button lead directly to apps

Discontinue using More button for apps

Rename or eliminate the need for “Via Mobile”



“

My Stations Sort & Search
Confusion finding existing stations

I’m not sure, I was thinking [the ABC button] would do it in 
reverse order?  Starting Z to A? (P3)

6 of 6 - misunderstood initial sort order 

4 of 6 - correctly predicted A-Z button 
function

4 of 6 - thought ABC reversed sort order Z 
to A

4 of 6 - wanted ABC keyboard to allow full 
station name input for search



“ OK now I see that it’s 
going A-Z and Z-A … 
seemingly?  It seems 
to shuffle things? 
Yeah that is totally 
out of alphabetical 
order.  (P5)

Confusion finding existing stations
My Stations Sort & Search

Video Clip (P5)

https://vimeo.com/228406366
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-2lFyfDrWv4T0JJalBBLVhwWE0&authuser=0
https://vimeo.com/228406366


My Stations Sort & Search
Recommendations

Update A-Z and ABC icons and labels to better

represent their functions



“

My Stations Scrolling

I’m sick of scrolling down because I’m going to hit the car in 
front of me. (P3)

Difficulty with simple scrolling

2 of 6 - attempted swipe with error

3 of 6 - complained of scroll buttons

3 of 6 - complained of large text & too 
few options displayed at once

2 of 6 - discovered knob controls 
scrolling (prompted 2 others.  All 
extremely pleased with capability)



“

My Stations Scrolling
Scroll knob discovery

I’m actually surprised 
there’s a tuning 
knob... OHH! It is 
doing something! 
OHH! Look at that!    
It’s actually kind of 
neat. I like that. (P3)

Video Clip (P3)

https://vimeo.com/228406714
https://vimeo.com/228406714
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-2lFyfDrWv4TXRBSkRFU0Jnd2c&authuser=0


Recommendation
My Stations Scrolling

Emphasize use of scroll knob

Improve list refresh rate

Consider accommodating swipe to scroll



“

Creating a New Station

No option to type in a band name is an opportunity 
missed. (P5)

Issues adding a new station

2 out of 6 - disappointed that they 
could only choose from pre-made 
stations

3 out of 6 - expected to create a station 
by typing an artist’s name



Creating a New Station
Recommendation

Allow direct input of band name



“

Response Time

It was a little slow to respond, so I tried to hit [Pandora] 
again, and as I hit it again the menu popped up and I almost 
hit “Now Playing” (P2)

Latency

5 of 6 - commented on or were 
confused by slow response times

2 of 6 - A-Z Latency led to error

1 of 6 - Via Mobile latency led to error



Response Time
Recommendation

Provide feedback that the system is thinking

Long term: Optimize API and system response



Summary of Findings

Future Opportunities
Reflection



Summary
Quick wins

- Emphasize use of scroll knobs
- Enhance sorting and searching labels and icons

High impact

- Improve navigation path to music apps

Let Media lead directly to a list of apps

Discontinue use of the More button for main path

Rename or eliminate the need for “Via Mobile”

- Provide feedback when the system is thinking and/or 
optimize system response times

Moderate impact

- Allow direct input of band names when creating stations
- If technology permits, allow for swiping to scroll



Reflection
Given the opportunity, we would repeat these tests using a 
driving simulator to better represent realistic system 
operation.



Questions?


